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INTRODUCTION
V/hen the writer entered the service of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts as instructor of music at the
Hyannis State Teachers College in January 1935, he was
puzzled as to the aims, objectives, procedures and history
of music teaching in teachers colleges. No course of
study was available, and no way was found to determine
what should be taught in music at the college.
Since January 1935, he has met the other music
instructors of the state teachers colleges of Massachu-
setts, and has learned that they would be willing to co-
operate with him in a critical study of music education
in the state teachers colleges of Massachusetts. It is
the hope of not only the writer, but of all the instructors
of music, that this study will be made the basis of
efforts toward improvement of instruction in music in
the teacher training institutions of the Commonwealth.
The writer has had unusual co-operation from the
State Department of Education, notably from Mr. Patrick
J. Sullivan, Director of the Division of Elementary,
Secondary, and State Teachers College Education; and from
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the presidents and members of the music faculties of the
nine state teachers colleges.
Invaluable assistance in the compilation of data
and in the preparation of the manuscript was given by
Phyllis B. Freeman, vdfe of the writer, without whose
aid this study could not have been made.
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CHAPTER I
STATEI^IT OF THE PROBLSIJ AND ITS TREATLiSNT
During the past five years, efforts have been made
by the state teachers colleges of Massachusetts to
change their curricula and organization from three-
year normal schools to four-year state teachers colleges.
Since the establishment of state normal schools in l^aassa-
chusetts in 1838 under Horace Mann*s administration as
secretary of the board of education, Massachusetts has
provided normal schools for the training of teachers.
Because the trend in education has been toward the estab-
lishment of state teachers colleges rather than normal
schools, the legislature of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts passed a law in 1931, making all state normal
schools into state teachers colleges, and giving them the
power to grant the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Education.^ The change in name has also meant a change
in curriculum and, in some cases, a change in emphasis.
^General Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts ,
Chapter 73, Section I as amended in 1932. Section 127,
paragraph 10.
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In all stats teachers colleges, the course time has been
extended to four years. After June 1937 all graduates
of the state teachers colleges of Massachusetts will be
graduated v/ith the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Education. Additions have been made to the curricula to
keep the work on a college level.
In a talk before the faculties of the state teachers
colleges, assembled in Bridgewater, Massachusetts, on Sep-
tember 11th, 1936, President Charles M. Herlihy of Fitch-
burg State Teachers College expressed the hope that the
various members of the teachers college faculties v/ould
make contributions, through research, which would
strengthen the status of these institutions as colleges.
It is the hope of the writer that this paper will
make a contribution to teacher training in Massachusetts.
The training of teachers in music has always been of
prime importance, because music is an integral part of
the school program, with a definite amount of time
2
allotted for its instruction. At the elementary level,
with which this study is most concerned, a greater part
Mann, Carlton Hunter. How Schools Use Their Time .
p. 109.
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of the music teaching is done by the grade room teacher.
It is hoped that this study will provide a basis
for improvement in music study in the state teachers
colleges in Massachusetts in two definite v/ays. First,
by strengthening the strictly professional courses
designed for those who are to be teachers of music, and
second, to provide cultural development for students of
college age. Some state teachers colleges have devoted
themselves to careful training of teachers of music, and
have rather neglected the large majority of students v/ho
are interested in, and should have, cultural courses in
4
music.
Webster defines culture as the act of improving and
developing the moral and intellectual nature of the
individual through education. It is this moral and
intellectual training that real music education should
provide on all levels of learning, from kindergarten to
college.
3Gehrkens, Karl W. Introduction to School Music
Teaching
, p. 85.
4
Beattie, John W. "llisic in the Cultural Develop-
ment of the College Student.” Music Educators National
Conference Yearbook
.
1936. p. 119.
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6In order to examine properly the cultural effect of
college music in the institutions studied, the writer has
investigated the extra-curricular activities of a musical
nature which contribute to the cultural development of
the individual student. Too often it is to be regretted
that musical organizations in our colleges are inferior
to those in the high schools from v/hich the students
5
have come. The matter of credit for these organizations,
and the value of credit as a means to improve performance
,
will be discussed in Chapter III of this study.
Purpose of the study . The purpose of this study is
to examine the present practices of music education in
the state teachers colleges of Massachusetts along the
following lines:
1. A description of all courses and the amount of
credit offered for each.
2. An examination of extra-curricular activities
along musical lines.
3. An examination of the physical equipment of the
college which aids in the teaching of music.
4. A study of the size of classes in relation to
the size of the college.
R
Beattie, John W. 0£. cit . p. 120.
ii
5. An examination of the opportunities for practice
teaching and observation.
6, Investigation of the needs and opportunities
for instrumental and applied music.
Data gathered on the above points will be compared
with a proposed program for the preparation of elementary
teachers in music for Grades I to VT in state teachers
colleges, as selected by a jury of experts.
Ezra H. F. Weis, in a doctor’s dissertation pub-
lished by the Bxireau of Publications of Teachers College,
Columbia University, entitled The Music Preparation of
Elementary Teachers in State Teachers Colleges
,
selected
a jury of experts, and submitted to them various programs
of music education in state teachers colleges. The jury
was composed of twenty-eight established leaders in the
field of music education. They included three state
supervisors of music, eight university heads of music
departments, ten city supervisors of music, and seventeen
heads of departments and music instructors in state
teachers colleges. This group was presented with five
possible or suggested programs for the preparation of
teachers in music in state teachers colleges. Of the
twenty-eight v/ho replied to Dr. Weis, seventy-one per
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cent gave his Program A first place, and twenty-five per
cent of the other twenty-nine per cent gave Program A
second place. Program A will be described in detail, and
compared in Chapter III with the program of music in the
state teachers colleges of Massachusetts. Prom this
comparison, observations and recommendations for improve-
ment will be suggested. These suggestions will be based
on the importance of music in the curriculum, and the
standards set by the proposed program selected by the
jury described above.
The problem stated . V/hat is the extent of the
preparation of teachers in the state teachers colleges of
Massachusetts for the teaching of music?
This problem immediately suggests several more
specific problems, v/hich may be stated as follows:
1. Is music instruction in the state teachers
colleges in Massachusetts adequate to prepare teachers
to teach music competently?
E. If not, what improvements must be made in order
to have the instruction adequate for the needs of teachers
in the public schools of Massachusetts today?
Sources of data . A questionnaire, unless very
carefully constructed, is often a nuisance to the
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9recipient, and frequently does not provide the data
6
Idesired by the sender of the questionnaire. For this
reason, and because of the very personal interest of the
writer in the problem, the method of personal interview
j
I
I
has been utilized in gathering most of the data for this
study. The v/riter has not used a written questionnaire,
but has adopted the technique so successfully used by
Randall Thompson in his investigation of college music,
7
made by the Association of American Colleges.
Thompson gathered his data through personal visits
to the colleges, and by interviewing various members of
the college personnel. Most of the data for this study
has been gathered in this manner, as the writer has spent
at least tvro full days at each of the institutions, and
has had the opportunity of studying, at close range, the
music instruction. Other sources of data are as follows:
catalogues and bulletins of the state teachers colleges
involved in this study, reports of the Department of
Education of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, yearbooks
and reports of the Music Educators National Conference,
and additional literature on the subject, as listed in
g
Reeder, Ward G. How To Write A Thesis
, p. 58.
7
Thompson, Randall. College Music
, pp. 141-211.
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the bibliography.
Definitions and delimitat ions of the s tudy .
The words "elementary teacher” are defined as refer-
ring to a teacher teaching in a grade below the seventh
grade, as most school systems in Massachusetts at the
8
present time have the junior high school plan. This term
also implies that this teacher is employed to teach all
subjects in the elementary school curriculum, and is not
meant to include special teachers or supervisors of music.
The words "extra-curricular activities” are used
in this study in reference to musical activities outside
of the regular classroom work in music. ^ These activities
include glee club, orchestra, band, and sometimes special
musical organizations.
The word "elective” is used to indicate those
courses v/hich are not required, or to indicate activities
in v/hich the students may participate, but in which they
are not required to take part.
The v/ord "selective” is used to indicate
0
Report of the Department of Education , Commonwealth
of Massachusetts , 1934-1935. Part I, p. 15.
Q
V/ilds, J. A. Extra-curricular Activities .
pp. 1-16.
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extra-curricular activities v/hich are limited in
membership to those students selected by the music
instructor, usually for ability in music.
A description of the institutions studied .
There are nine state teachers colleges in Massa-
chusetts. All these colleges have v/hat is known as the
"elementary course," which prepares teachers to teach in
the first six grades. In addition, most of the colleges
have another course, which is of a specialized nature.
At Bridgewater, courses are offered for junior and senior
high school teachers. At Fitchburg, junior and senior
high school teachers are prepared, and a special course
is given in practical arts for men. At Framinghara,
special courses in household arts are offered. At
Hyannis, junior high school teachers are prepared. At
Lowell, a four-year music course for the training of
music supervisors is given. At Salem, commercial
teachers are trained. At Worcester, courses are offered
for junior and senior high school teachers. North Adams
10
and Westfield have the junior high school course.
There is very little authoritative material in
^^Report of the Department of Education , Commonv/ealth
of Massachusetts
,
1935-1936. Part I, p. 52.
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this field. luost of the data exists in the realm of
opinion only, and is therefore difficult to evaluate.
The writer hopes that the data presented here v;ill show
that improvement is needed in the music instruction of the
state teachers colleges in I-^ssachusetts.
Summary .
The reason for the study has been stated, as Y<iell as
the problem itself, and the purpose of the study. The
sources of data have been given, along with definitions
and delimitations of the study. The institutions covered
in the study have been described.
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CHAPTER II
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MUSIC OFFERED IN EACH COLLEGE
The information contained in the following pages is
the result of investigations made during the academic
year 1936-1937, when the writer visited each of the nine
state teachers colleges mentioned below. The music facul
ties of the various colleges were questioned on the same
points, and their answers carefully noted. The results
are printed below. No attempt has been made to include
full documentary evidence in this chapter, but rather to
give a word picture of conditions as they exist in music
education in the state teachers colleges of Massachusetts
Special documents, including catalogues, courses of study
and programs of various musical events, will be printed
in Chapter IV.
The State Teachers College at Bridgewater . This
college has an enrollment of 590 students. They are
divided into the elementary teachers course and the
junior-senior high school teachers course. Music courses
are taught by Frieda Rand.
Miss Rand also acts as supervisor of music in the
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training school, v/hich is operated in conjunction with
the college.
A brief outline of the music courses is as follows:
LiUsic I . Elementary Theory. This course is given
three hours each v/eek for one semester, and is required
of all members of the freshman class. The aim of this
course is to give the student a definite usable knowledge
of music subject matter of moderate difficulty. All prin-
ciples involved are to be used freely by the individual
student in singing and in writing music.
The course includes a thorough study of the following:
staff, using G, F, and C clefs; scales (major, minor and
chromatic); intervals; note and rest values; key signatures
for all major and minor keys; music terms of expression
and tempo. The course also includes sight singing, in-
volving the progressive application of theory; and melody
writing, which involves the use of the eight measure period.
A study is made of the voice, and various exercises
are given to promote free, beautiful tones* There is
chorus practice of songs of standard worth. Each
student is given practice in conducting.
Liusic II . Music Appreciation. This course is given
two hours each week for the entire year. The aim of this
course is to develop one*s ability to listen to music
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with pleasure and intelligent discrimination in order to
discover the following; mood, rhythm, melody, harmony,
counterpoint, style, and elementary form. A study is
made of the great composers from Bach to Stravinsky, with
emphasis on the nationality of the composer, his place in
music, and his best knov/n compositions. A study is made
of the instruments of the orchestra.
Throughout the course, suggestions are made for
various types of lessons in music appreciation. V/herever
possible, notes, pictures, and other materials helpful in
teaching music appreciation, are collected and arranged.
This course is elected by nearly half the students of the
elementary course. Kiss Rand explains that program con-
flicts prevent many students from taking this course who
might otherwise elect it.
Music III . Teaching Music in the Elementary Schools.
This course is given two hours each week for one semester.
The aims of this course are as follows: (1) to inspire
the student with the highest ideals of music teaching;
(2) to classify and adapt to classroom use the content of
Music I (Freshman Theory); (3) to thoroughly familiarize
the student v/ith musical classroom procedure.
The course includes a study of the child voice through
•U')
actual observation; a study of music methods for the
first six grades by means of (1) examination of the best
courses of study in selected school systems, and (2)
demonstration lessons v/ith children of the training school.
Music Conference on Practice Teaching . Credit for
this course is included in the course in education called
Practice Teaching. During the time when the students are
in the training school, opportunity is given to teach
music under direct supervision. A general conference is
held once a week for the discussion of problems common to
all, for the demonstration of lessons which have been
especially successful, and for constructive criticism.
The conference offers a very definite study of methods for
the first six grades. All students are present at all
conferences.
IvAisic V. Elementary Harmony. This course meets for
one and one-half semesters as an elective course during
the third and fourth years. It is for those students who
wish more thorough courses in theory, and who may be
interested in doing work in creative music in the grades.
It consists of a thorough review of music theory; rhythmic
and melodic dictation; melody writing; a study of the
tonic, dominant, and subdominant triads, and the dominant
seventh chord vd.th their inversions. Some study is made
M
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of non-liarmonic tones, and of simple modulation.
Music VI . l^usic History and Appreciation. Tliis
course is given two periods each week for one and one -half
semesters as an elective course during the third and
fourth years. It is given in alternate years with Music
V. The aim of this course is to enrich the individual
life of the student by a better understanding of great
musical masterpieces and their historical backgrounds.
Periods of music from primitive to modern are studied.
Works such as the follov/ing are heard:
1.
Symphonies of Beethoven, Brahms, Tschaikowsky
and others.
2. Scheherazade Suite Rimsky-Korsakoff
3. Pictures at an Exhibition Moussorgsky
4. Les Preludes Liszt
5.
Symphonic Poems of Strauss.
Tov/ard the end of the course, some attention is given
to jiinior high school music.
At Bridgewater all courses except the Freshman Elem-
entary Theory and the Music Conference on Practice
Teaching are on the elective basis.
Extra-curricular activities are organized on a non-
credit basis, and meet outside of school time. They con-
sist of the follov;ing activities:
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1. Glee Club. This organization is elective and
selective, and meets six periods per month throughout the
school year. The glee club has sixty members, and is open
only to the women students of the school.
2. College Choir. The college choir is elective and
selective, and meets one and one-half hours per week for
rehearsal. There are about twenty members. They sing
regularly at chapel services. The choir is open to women
students only.
3. The A Cappella Singers. This is an entirely
voluntary organization which meets with the director of
music for two half hour periods each week for the purpose
of singing vocal chamber music of a high type. This is
a mixed group.
4. Men*s Glee Club. This organization is elective
and selective, and meets for one hour each week throughout
the college year.
5. Orchestra. The college orchestra is open to all
qualified players of orchestral instruments, and it meets
for one hour per week throughout the college year.
No college credit is given for any extra-curricular
activity of a musical nature at Bridgewater State Teachers
College.
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The college music room contains a piano for rehearsal
purposes, and there are about the buildings four other
pianos which are used at times by the music department.
The school owns a collection of victrola records which is
added to from year to year.^^ All textbooks are purchased
by the students, but these are supplemented by books on
music which are in the college library and may be used by
the students for reference purposes. The college provides
a library of music for the glee clubs, choir and orchestra.
Classes range in size at Bridgewater from seventy-six
dovm to thirty, and the average class numbers about
thirty-eight pupils.
Every student has an opportunity to engage in prac-
tice teaching for several weeks, under direct supervision,
at a training school which is operated by the college.
Each student in the elementary course has the opportunity
of practice teaching in music, under the direction of the
director of music of the college, and has the opportunity
of working out the methods studied during the college
attempt has been made to list the actual number
of victrola records or books owned by each college, as this
fact in itself would shed no light on the adequacy of the
.records provided. For instance, a thousand records ten
years old would not be as useful as one hundred modern
records recorded in the new, much more satisfactory, way.
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course under actual classroom conditions.
There is no opportunity for applied music in any
branch, or for instrumental instruction by the college.
The State Teachers College at Fitchburg .
12This college has an enrollment of 275 students.
The courses are open to both men and women students. Three
courses are offered. First, the elementary teachers course;
second, the junior high school teachers course; and the
practical arts course for men. Music courses are taught
by Iviiriam Eldridge. Miss Eldridge also acts as supervisor
of music in the three training schools connected with the
college.
A brief outline of the music courses is as follows:
1. Music Theory. This course is given two periods
each week for one semester. Subject matter includes key
and scale structure, ear training, sight singing, melody
writing, rhythms, conducting, simple harmony and keyboard
work.
2. Chorus. This course meets one period each week
for the entire year, and is required of all freshmen of
the elementary and junior high school teachers course.
^^Official figures from the office of the registrar,
Fitchburg State Teachers College.
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Practice is given in choral singing and appreciation of
cor/imunity music. Practice in sight reading in two, three,
and four part singing is given.
3. Elementary Music Methods. This course is given
two periods each v/eek for one semester. Subject matter
includes singing, music theory, eurythmics, elementary
conducting, appreciation methods, teaching of rote songs,
lesson plans for music appreciation, and discussion of
materials
.
4. Junior High School Music. This course meets
two periods each week for one semester. Subject matter
includes a review of music theory, home room music,
assemblies and conducting. This course is not intended for
special music teachers, but rather for general junior high
school teachers who may be called upon to do some music
teaching. (This course vdll not be offered after 1937.
)
5. Appreciation of Music. This course meets one
period per week for one semester, and is open to all
seniors of the elementary course. Subject matter includes
the history of music, discriminative listening, the instru-
ments of the orchestra, and some excursions to musical
events and special musical demonstrations.
Up to and including the academic year 1936-1937, all
extra-curricular activities have been organized on a
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non-credit basis. Ivliss Eldridge reports that beginning in
1937 an experiment in the granting of one-half point credit
for participation in glee club and orchestra has been
tried but results do not justify a continuance of the
practice. Attendance and interest seem to be just as
good if not better v/ithout the added "inducement.” The
following are the extra-curricular music activities
organized at Fitchburg:
1. Glee Clubs. There are two glee clubs at Fitch-
burg; a men’s glee club of fifteen members and a v/omen’s
glee club of forty-five members. They rehearse separately
under the direction of the director of music. The two
clubs often meet together for a joint rehearsal, and their
combined efforts present some outstanding event for the
public each year, either in the form of a concert or an
operetta. Both organizations are elective and selective.
2. Orchestra. The orchestra is open to all students
qualified to play orchestral instruments. It meets for
one hour per v/eek throughout the college year. Both the
glee clubs and orchestra meet in school time.
3. Band. Under the sponsorship of the Men’s Athletic
Association, a college band is organized. The band is
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under the direction of a student leader, v/ho is assisted
at times by the music director. The band meets after
school hours, and does not give any credit.
The college music room contains a piano for rehearsal
purposes, and there are nine other pianos in the various
college buildings which are utilized at times by the music
department. Five victrolas and a supply of records are
available. Iviany of the records are of the old acoustical
style, and not suited to present needs. All textbooks are
supplied by the students, but these are supplemented by
books on music v/hich are in the college library, and may
be used by the students for reference purposes. The
college provides some music for the glee clubs and
orchestra.
Liusic classes range in size at Fitchburg from sixty
down to twenty, and the average size class is thirty.
Three training schools are connected with the college.
In these training schools, each student in the elementary
course has an opportunity for practice teaching for at
least one semester, under the supervision of a training
teacher and the music supervisor.
A new elective course beginning in September 1937
provides for group work in applied music (voice and piano)
i
in addition to the consideration of more advanced problems
in class room music teaching than are included in the
methods course.
The State Teachers College at Framingham .
13This college has an enrollment of 445 students.
They are divided into four curricula: the elementary
teachers course, the household arts department course, the
vocational household arts course, and the vocational
teacher training course. The elementary course is
similar to those offered at the other state teachers
colleges. The household arts course is a "four year
course of training for teachers of household arts subjects
in junior and senior high schools, and for State Extension
Service." The vocational household arts department is a
"four year course of training for teachers of vocational
household arts subjects in continuation schools, vocational
schools, and departments in high schools." The fourth
course is a one year vocational teacher training course,
and does not come under the scope of this study because
13Official figures from the office of the registrar,
Framingham State Teachers College, January 1937.
^
^Framingham State Teachers College Catalogue
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15there is no music offered in the course. Idisic courses
are taught by Fred vV. Archibald, llr. Archibald also acts
as supervisor of music in the training school, v»rhich is
operated in conjunction with the college.
A brief outline of the music courses is as follows;
1. Slementary Theory. This course is given two
hours each week for one semester, and is required of all
members of the freshman class. Subject matter includes
song interpretation, voice training, ear training, sight
singing, elementary conducting, and music theory.
2. Chorus. This course is given one hour each week
throughout the school year, and is required of all members
of the freshman class. Practice is given in sight reading
in two- and three-part singing; voice training, community
music, folk songs, and standard choruses.
3. Teaching Problems in Music. Ifethods course.
This course is given during the second year for two period
per week for one semester. Subject matter includes the
child voice, song material, sight reading, part singing,
15Framingham State Teachers College Catalogue,
1935-1936.
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the changing voice in adolescence, rural school music,
instrumental music, credits for music, tests and measure-
ments, correlation and motivation, and other topics con-
cerned with the problems of music teaching in grades I to VI
4. Music Appreciation. This course meets one
period each v/eek for one semester, and includes a study
of the types of voices, types of song, instruments of the
symphony orchestra, and form in music.
5. L'lusic Appreciation. This is a continuation of
Music 4, and meets two hours each week for one-half
semester during the third year. Recognition of various
styles of music and the styles of composers from early
classical to modern is included in this advanced course.
6. Senior Chorus. One period each week for one
semester during the senior year, a chorus made up of
members of the senior class rehearses music in preparation
for graduation and Class Day exercises.
7. tiusic Appreciation. This course is designed for
a general review of public school music, and meets two
periods each week for one-half semester. Subject matter
includes methods and materials used in teaching singing.
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1 fiinstrumental music, and music appreciation.
All the above courses are required of all those
taking the elementary teachers course. For students
taking the household arts courses, the only required
courses are chorus, one period a week for the freshman
year, and chorus two periods a week for one semester of
the senior year. An elective course in music appreciation
is offered during the senior year for one period a week
for one semester. This course is similar to Music Appre-
ciation 4 described above.
Fxtra-curricular activities at Framingham have been
recently placed on a credit basis, under the following
regulations;
1. No more than three credits may be earned in
extra-curricular musical activities toward the degree.
2. Credit for participation in musical activities
will be given as follows: Chorus, ^ credit for each
year’s work. Glee Club and Orchestra, 1 credit for two
years’ work in either organization. No credit shall be
1 a
Descriptions of courses have been freely para-
phrased from the catalogue of Framingham State Teachers
College, 1935-1936.
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17given for less than two years work in any organization.
;
i
The following is a list of the extra-curricular
I
activities at Framingham:
I
i
1. Glee Club. This organization is elective and
#
selective. The students are selected for glee club on the
first school day of the college year by the director of
music, and after his selections have been made, the program
is made up so that these glee club members meet together
for two periods each week during school time. The glee club
is limited to seventy-two members. Credit is granted as
described above to those who have not been absent more than
three times in any one year.
2. College Choir. This organization is elective and
selective, and is open to members of the senior class only.
The choir meets one evening each v^^eek for rehearsals under
the direction of a student leader, supervised by the
director of music. The choir sings each week at chapel
services.
3. Orchestra. The orchestra is an elective organi-
zation open to all qualified players of orchestral instru-
ments. It meets for one hour per week throughout the
17A regulation adopted by the president and faculty
of the Framingham State Teachers College in 1936.
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college year.
The college has recently constructed a new building,
in which a music room is provided, to be equipped with a
grand piano, a victrola, and ample room for the storage of
music. At present, the music room is shared with other
classes. The music room contains a piano, and there are
four other pianos in the college buildings, which may be
used by the music department. Two orthophonic victrolas
are provided, and a supply of records is available. Most
music books are provided by the students, but these are
supplemented by some material for chorus and glee club,
which is furnished by the college.
Classes range in size at Framingham from 150 down to
twenty-five. The average membership is tv'/enty-f ive.
Every student has an opportunity to engage in
practice teaching for several weeks under supervision at a
training school which is operated by the college. Each
student in the elementary course has the opportunity of
practice teaching in music under the direction of the
director of music of the college. There is no opportunity
for applied music or for instrumental instruction by the
college.
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The State Teachers College at Eyannis .
This college has a student body of eighty-eight in
18the winter session. It is divided into the elementary
teachers course and the junior high school teachers course.
Music courses are taught by Warren S. Freeman, who divides
his time between college work and supervision work in music
for the tovm of Barnstable. Mr. Freeman also acts as super-
visor of music in the training school which is operated in
conjunction with the college. A brief outline of the music
courses is as follov/s:
1. Freshman Ivlusic. This course is given one hour
per week for the entire freshman year, and is required of
all members of the freshman class. The subject matter in-
cludes the theory of music, including key and scale struc-
ture, rhythms, melody writing, ear training, conducting,
and sight singing.
2. Sophomore Music A. This course is required of
all second year students taking the elementary teachers
course. Subject matter includes philosophy and methods of
music education in the first six grades, and observation
and practice teaching in music. The course meets one hour
18Official figures from the office of the registrar,
Eyannis State Teachers College, January 1937.
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each v;eek for the entire school year.
3. Sophomore Music B. This course is required of
all second year students taking the junior high school
course. The work includes a thorough survey of practices
in music education in the following fields: vocal music,
instrumental music, creative music, discriminative
listening, and eurythmics. Some time is set aside for
observation, but no practice teaching is given in this
course. The aim of the course is not to prepare teachers
of music, but rather to acquaint the subject-matter teacher
with the aims, objectives and procedures of music educa-
tion. The course meets one hour each week for the entire
school year.
4. Junior Music A. This course is required of all
third year students taking the elementary teachers course.
The subject matter covers a course in discriminative
listening, with the two-fold purpose of providing a musical
background for the students, and providing subject matter
to be taught in music appreciation in the first six grades.
The course meets one hour each v/eek for the entire school
year.
5. Junior Music 3. This course is required of all
third year students taking the junior high school course.
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The subject matter is similar to that of Junior Music A,
except that the emphasis is on the cultural aspects of
music rather than the professional. This course meets one
hour each week for the entire school year.
6. Chorus. All students are required to take chorus
singing for one hour each week for four years. The chorus
sings the finer type of music from the classical masters
and from the realm of folk song literature. One serious
work is presented for the public each year, either in the
form of an opera or an oratorio. Credit is granted for
serious participation in chorus singing without regard for
vocal skill.
The extra-curricular activities are limited by the
size of the student body. They are listed below.
1. G-lee Club. This organization is elective, and
meets one period per week throughout the school year. The
glee club has thirty members, and is open only to the
women students of the college.
E. College Quartet. This organization is elective
and selective, and contains four members. It is open only
to the men students of the school, and meets for one hour
each week during the college year.
No college credit is given for any extra-curricular
activity of a musical nature at Hyannis State Teachers

College. The college music room contains a piano for re-
hearsal purposes, and there are about the building three
other pianos v;hich may be used by the music department.
The school owns a collection of victrola records v/hich is
added to from year to year. All textbooks are purchased by
|
the students, but these are supplemented by books on music
which are in the college library and may be used by the
students for reference purposes. The college provides a
library of music for the glee club and quartet. Chorus
books for the chorus class and for assembly singing are
provided by the college.
Classes range in size at Hyannis from eighty-eight
down to seven. The average membership in each class is
tw^enty-f ive.
Every student has an opportunity to engage in practice
teaching for several weeks under supervision, at a training
school which is operated under the control of the college.
Each student in the elementary course has the opportunity
of practice teaching in music under the direction of the
director of music of the college.
There is no opportunity for applied music in any
branch, or for instrumental music instruction by the
college
.
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The State Teachers College at Lowell .
19
This college has an enrollment of 268 students.
The student body is divided into the elementary teachers
course and a four-year music course, which is designed to
prepare music supervisors.
The music faculty at Lowell is headed by Grace G.
Pierce. Miss Pierce is assisted by l^bel B. Wilson and
Augustus Mazzocca. Miss Pierce and Miss Wilson are full-
time teachers, and Lh?. Mazzocca is a part-time instructor
in instrumental music. Students who study instrumental
music pay a small fee for their lessons, to cover the
expense of this instruction.
A brief outline of the music courses is as follov/s:
I. The Elementary Teachers Course .
1. Freshman Ivlisic. This course meets for one
period each week for the entire year. This
is a course in the theory of music.
2. -Sophomore Music. This course meets once
each week for one and one-half semesters.
The course is called Teaching Music in
the Elementary Grades.
3. Junior Music. This course meets once each
week for one-half semester, and the
19Official figures from the office of the registrar,
Lowell State Teachers College, January 1937
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subject matter continues the work of
Sophomore llusic.
4. Chorus and Appreciation. This course
meets once each week for the entire four
years. It aims to teach the appreciation
of music through the singing of great
musical masterpieces and the playing of
victrola records of instrumental compositions.
II. The Music Supervisors Course .
First Year .
1. Applied Iviusic Iviajor. It is required that
each student in the music supervisors
course take lessons in her chosen major
(voice or instrument) for the four years of
the course, unless otherwise arranged with
the music director.
2. Music 34. Piano Class Instruction. Miss
Wilson. (Not required if piano is the
music major. ) This course meets one period
a week for the entire school year. Music
students must develop the ability to play
music of the fourth grade (piano), and
simple accoBipaniments.
3. Music 35. Voice Class. Miss Pierce. (Not
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required if voice is the music major. This
course meets one period a week for the
entire school year.
4. Music 30. Cornet Class. ¥iT. Mazzocca.
Instruction and methods of teaching the
cornet or trumpet. This course meets one
period a week for the entire school year.
(Aside from the above required courses the first
year of the music course is the same as the first year of
the elementary course. Music may be substituted for
geography and mathematics, if it seems necessary.)
Second Year .
1. Music 31. Clarinet Class. I'ir. Mazzocca.
Instruction and methods of teaching the
clarinet. This course meets one period a
week for the entire school year.
2. Iviusic 9. Preparatory Harmony. Miss
Wilson. This course meets two periods a
week for twelve weeks, and includes the
study of intervals (major, minor, augmented
and diminished) studied from the aural
standpoint; listening and writing interval
drill; chord structure as related to inter-
val recognition; the three priEiary triads;
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(Aside from the above required courses the second
year of the music course is the same as the second year of
the elementary course. In the second semester Music 9 is
substituted for geography and arithmetic.)
Third Year .
1. Music 10. Music History and Appreciation.
Miss V/ilson. This course meets one period a
week for the entire school year, and
includes the study of folk music; music of
ancient peoples, of the middle ages and of
the early church; composers and music of the
classical period from Bach to Beethoven, of
the Romantic period from Beethoven to Brahms,
and of the Modern Schools.
2. Music 11. Elementary Harmony. Miss V/ilson.
This course meets four periods a week for
eighteen v/eeks, and includes a study of
triads and their inversions in major and
minor keys; dominant and secondary seventh
chords; simple modulations; ear training and
keyboard harmony. Original compositions.
3. Music 12. Elementary Counterpoint and
Intermediate Harmony. Ivliss V/ilson. This
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course meets four periods a week for
eighteen weeks, and includes the study of
classic counterpoint, five species in three
parts; combined counterpoint in three parts;
chords of the eleventh and thirteenth;
augmented chords; more difficult modulations;
harmonic analysis of simple compositions;
ear training and keyboard harmony.
4. Music 13. Voice Pedagogy. Mss Pierce.
This course meets one period a week for the
entire school year, and includes a study of
voice fundamentals and their applications;
classification of voices as to range and
timbre; study of the male voice, beginning
with the boy and extending over the period
of change into manhood. Comparative study
of voice class methods.
5. Music 14. Piano Class Methods. Mss
Pierce. This course meets two periods a v/eek
for tv/elve weeks, and includes demonstrations
by well known teachers of piano class
methods; examination of methods and texts;
practice teaching v/ith children in the
training school.
i
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6. Music 15. Violin Class. Mr. Mazzocca.
This course meets two periods a v/eek for
twelve weeks, and includes instruction in
the elementary principles of violin playing;
and comparative study of methods for class
instruction.
7. Music 16. Conducting. Ivliss Pierce. This
course meets two periods a week for twelve
weeks, and includes the technic of con-
ducting; five fundamental positions;
function of the left hand; special problems
of baton technic
;
hov/ to prepare a score
;
the technic of the baton in choral con-
ducting.
8 .
I
I
9.
IviUsic 17. Music in the Public Schools.
Miss Pierce. This course meets one period
a week for the entire school year. It
includes the history and development of
music in the public schools; ideals of
music supervision; subject matter for
grades one to nine inclusive; teaching
plans and formulae; school room procedure.
Music 18. Teaching Observation and Trial
Teaching. Miss Pierce and Miss Wallace.
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This class meets one period a week for the
entire school year. It includes observation
of classroom teaching followed by discussion,
and trial teaching in the first six grades.
10. Music 32. Brass and woodwind class instruc-
tion. Mr. Mazzocca. This course meets
tv/o periods a week for the entire school
year. It includes the introduction to and
a demonstration of class teaching of these
instruments. The instruments taught include
cornet, trumpet, melophone, French horn,
trombone, baritone, tuba, clarinet, oboe,
flute and bassoon. Instruments of the per-
cussion group are also taught
,
such as
bass and snare drums, tympani and cymbals.
11. English 16. Miss Kirby. This course meets
one period a week for the entire school
year. It includes phases of spoken
language stressing the practical value of
the subject from the vievrpoint of the super-
visor. Individual students practice
reporting meetings, addressing groups,
introducing speakers, and making short
speeches, which are of value in this
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particular line of work. Individual
student projects affording systematic and
continuous practice for training in
effective speech habits,
12. Education 8. Psychology of luisical Talent.
Lir. Erase, This course meets one period a
week for the entire school year, and
includes a study of musical talent covering
causes of ability and disability and their
influence upon methods of teaching music.
Instruction in the use and interpretation
of the standard musical tests is included.
13. French 1. Elementary French. Miss Wilson.
This course meets two periods a week for
the entire school year, and includes a
reviev/ of elementary grammar; analysis of
sounds used in the spoken. French; extensive
practice in speaking by means of songs,
stories, conversation, and diction. One
program, at least, devoted to (1) French
compositions sung in French or (2) a short
play spoken in French. At least two books
read and reviev/s wTitten outside of class
during the year.
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14. German 1. Elementary German. Mr. Erase.
This course meets tv/o periods a week for
the entire school year. It includes easy
German reading with especial emphasis upon
pronunciation and enunciation. Acquisition
of a vocabulary with sufficient grammar to
identify forms of words and constructions.
15. Art Appreciation and Ivlisic. Ivliss Chute.
This course meets one period a week for the
entire school year. It includes a study
of the history of art correlated with the
development of music through the ages.
Fourth Year .
1. Music 20. Music Methods in the Public
Schools, Miss Fierce. This course meets
one period a week for the entire school
year. It includes a comparative study of
most widely used methods for grades one to
twelve inclusive; a survey of rural school
problems and examination of material
specially prepared for use in rural
schools; a study of the organization of
music classes in junior and senior high
schools including chorus, glee clubs,
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music appreciation, harmony, voice and
instrumental classes, band, orchestra and
small vocal and instrumental ensemble
groups.
2. Music 21. Form and Analysis. liLss Pierce.
This course meets one period a week for the
entire school year. It includes an analy-
tical study of masterpieces of various
periods, making form ’’graphs’^; study of
orchestra scores.
3. Music 22. Music Appreciation Methods.
Miss Pierce. This course meets one period
a week for the entire school year. It
includes the study and use of available
methods, texts, and materials for teaching
music appreciation in grades one to twelve
inclusive. Special emphasis is placed on
integration of music with other subjects in
the school curriculum. It also includes the
organization of rhythm bands in primary
grades, and creative music as related to
music appreciation.
4. Music 23. Problems of Administration.
Miss Pierce. This course meets one period
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a week for the entire school year. It
includes lectures and discussions on
important phases of music in the public
schools; study of curriculum building;
comparative study of formal and informal
teaching processes; relation of the music
supervisor to the school, the community
and the home; relation of various school
music organizations such as bands, orches-
tras, choirs, to local clubs, civic
organizations, church groups; high school
credits for applied music.
5. Music 24. Advanced Harmony and Composition
Mss Wilson. This course meets two periods
a week for the entire school year. It
includes a study of modern harmony of
national schools; composition from harmonic
and contrapuntal points of view; inventions
songs, compositions for the piano, violin
and other instruments written by students;
study of Bach, Mendelssohn, Schubert,
Beethoven, as models in composition and of
modern composers to discover their
harmonic idioms; harmony methods.
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6. Music 25. Orchestration and Harmonic
Analysis. Miss Wilson. This course meets
two periods a week for the entire school
year. It includes a study of instrumenta-
tion; the choirs of the orchestra; orches-
trating for small band and orchestra;
analysis of chords and non-harmonics in
classical and modern music.
7. Music 26. Practice Teaching. Miss Pierce.
This course meets three periods a week for
the entire school year. It includes actual
teaching experience in grades one to twelve
inclusive and in the first and second years
of teachers college elementary course
,
in
vocal, instrumental, music appreciation
and music methods classes. Experience in
conducting small and large vocal and
instrumental groups is gained.
8. Music 33. Instrumental Practice Teaching.
Mr. Mazzocca and Miss Pierce. This course
meets two periods a w^eek for the entire
school year. In this course the students
teach the brass, woodwind and percussion
instruments in the training school and in
the elementary course of teachers college.
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French 2. Advanced French. Miss Wilson.
This course meets two periods a week for
the entire school year. It includes a
further study of French grammar, especially
as applied to composition; knov/ledge of
French customs, history and importance as
concerns music; short literary survey; at
least two books read and reviews made
outside of class. Continued v/ork in the
spoken language.
10. German 2. Advanced German. l!Ir. Brase.
This course meets two periods a week for
the entire school year. It includes a
study of German poetry and ’’Lieder.”
Emphasis is placed on conversation, and
extended practice is given in pronunciation
and glimpses into German life.
11. Education 9. Aesthetics, lir. Brase. This
course meets one period per week for the
entire school year. It includes a study
of the historical and philosophical con-
cepts of beauty as expressed in art, with
especial emphasis upon music. The nature of
beauty and theories of its meaning are
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discussed and students are expected to
establish a coherent aesthetic theory of
their own.
Extra-curricular activities give no credit. They
consist of the following activities:
1. Glee Club. This organization is elective, and
meets in school time. It is open to any student in the
school who gives faithful attendance to rehearsals.
2. Choir. The choir is elective and selective. It
meets in school time, and makes many public appearances.
3. Orchestra. The orchestra is open to all students
of the school who play orchestral instruments.
4. Band. The band is open to all students who play
band instruments. It is organized for the purpose of
giving training in the organization and administration of
school bands.
The college has two music rooms, each having a piano
and a victrola. There are about the building five other
pianos, which are used at times by the music department.
The school owns a collection of victrola records which is
added to from year to year. All textbooks are purchased
by the students, but these are supplemented by books on
music which are in the college library, and may be used
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by the students for reference purposes. The college pro-
vides a library of music for the glee club, choir,
orchestra and band.
Classes range in size at Lowell from 268 down to
seven, and the average class numbers about twenty-six
students.
Every student has an opportunity to engage in
practice teaching for several weeks under the supervision
of a training school teacher who is in charge of the
training of music teachers.
The State Teachers College at North Adams .
This college has an enrollment of ninety-one
20
students. They are divided into the elementary
teachers course and the junior high school teachers
course. Llisic courses are taught by Lillian E. Boyden.
Ivliss Boyden also acts as supervisor of music in the
training school, v/hich is operated in conjunction with
the college. She also teaches one course in international
relations.
A brief outline of the music courses is as follows:
Official figures from the office of the registrar,
North Adams State Teachers College, January 1937.
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1. Fre shman Music . To provide for individual diff-
erences, the freshman class is divided into two groups,
according to their ability in music. During the second
semester these groups meet separately, and have different
subject matter.
During the first semester, both groups of the fresh-
man class meet together. Subject matter includes music
theory, scale and key structure, ear training, sight
singing, and creative music.
During the second semester the advanced group
studies instrumentation and transposition. Both groups
during the second semester have song singing in a solo
class, choral conducting, and a voice clinic. This class
meets one hour per week for the entire year.
The freshman class also takes a course in music
appreciation. This course uses the historical approach,
with emphasis on the life and v/ork of the great composers.
It is illustrated by recorded selections, piano selec-
tions, and by songs sung by the class. Music memory work
forms an important part of the subject matter in this
course. This course meets for one hour per week during
the entire year.
Chorus is offered as a required course for all
classes for the entire four years.
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2. Sophomore Misic . Techniques and appreciation.
One part of this course is on the techniques of teaching
music in the elementary grades. Units of work in music
are worked out by the individual students, based on
sound principles of music pedagogy.
The appreciation work is a continuation of the
course offered in the freshman year. Each of these
courses in techniques and appreciation meets for one
hour each week during the entire year, making a total of
two hours per week for the second year, in addition to
chorus, which is required.
3. Junior Music . This course meets for two periods
each week for the entire year. The course is in creative
music. Subject matter includes the structure of music,
v/riting music in the basic forms, i. e., ternary form,
binary form, sonata form, and other simple forms. One
hour per week is taken up in listening to the N. B. C.
Music Appreciation Hour conducted by Walter Damrosch.
The outlines of the courses as provided by Dr. Damrosch
are carefully followed by the students. Occasional exam-
inations on the work covered keep an accurate check on
the outside study of the students.
4. Senior Music. The Opera. During the senior
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year, a comprehensive course in the development of the
opera and its relation to the other arts is presented.
Detailed study is made of Gounod’s ’’Faust” through the
study of the Faust legend as written by Goethe. Wagner’s
’’Parsifal” is also given careful study, along with other
well-known operas. This course meets one hour each week
for three quarters of the year.
Extra-curricular activities are organized on a non-
credit basis, and meet outside of school time. They con-
sist of the following activities:
1. Glee Club. This organization is elective, and
open to any student vv”ho v/ishes to attend the rehearsals.
The glee club has forty members.
S. Ensemble. The ensemble is an instrumental group
of six members. They meet outside of school time, and
receive no credit. Membership in the ensemble is open
to any student who plays an orchestral instrument.
The college music room contains a piano for rehear-
sal purposes, and there are about the building five other
pianos which are used at times by the music department.
The school owns a collection of victrola records v»hich is
added to from year to year. The school owns sufficient
textbooks so that the students do not have to buy them.
Boston University
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Glee club music is purchased by the glee club from funds
which they earn themselves through concerts and other
public entertainments. Reference books are provided by
the college library.
Classes range in size at North Adams from ninety-one
dovm to eighteen, and the average class numbers about
twenty-five pupils.
Every student has an opportunity to engage in prac-
tice teaching for several weeks under direct supervision,
at a training school which is operated in conjunction with
the college.
There is no opportunity for applied or instrumental
instruction by the college.
The State Teachers College at Salem .
21
This college has an enrollment of 485 students.
They are divided into the elementary teachers department,
junior high school teachers department, commercial teachers
department, and the special education department. Music
courses are taught by C. Francis Woods. Ivh*. Woods also
acts as supervisor of music in the training school which
21Official figures from the office of the registrar,
Salem State Teachers College, January 1937.
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is operated in conjunction with the college.
A brief outline of the music courses is as follows:
1. Elementary Theory. This course meets for one
hour each week for the entire year. Subject matter in-
cludes the development of the ability to produce a good
singing tone and to carry a tune, the ability to read the
music used in the first six grades, knowledge of the
meaning of expression and tempo, and an understanding of
scale intervals and chromatics, rhythmic forms, common
and compound time, and the names of keys, v>rriting of key
signatures, the writing of simple melodies in period form,
and the bass clef.
2. Chorus and Music Appreciation. This course is
carried on for one period each week for the entire four
years, for all the students of the school.
3. Teaching Music in the Elementary Grades. This
course meets for one hour each week for the entire year.
Subject matter includes a study of the child voice, the
course of study for the first six grades, the development
of the ability to correct common tonal faults, a minimum
rote song repertoire, simple choral conducting, and the
making of school lesson plans for music.
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4. Survey of kusic in the Elementary Schools. This
course meets once each week for the entire school year.
Subject matter includes the development of increased song
repertoire, the ability to make desirable programs for
school occasions, the study of teaching methods, the
development of familiarity with school texts, the litera-
ture of music education, and the investigation of musical
current events.
5. Music Appreciation. This course meets one hour
each week for one semester. It is a listening course in
the v/orld’s best music, with some analysis and suggestions
for presenting music to elementary grades.
The above courses are for the elementary course.
For the junior high school course, the course in elementary
theory is offered in the freshraan year. In the second
year, the junior high school course offers a course in the
problems of junior high school music. In the third year,
a course is given on music in the junior high school.
Units of work are presented in correlation and integration.
The course meets once each week for a semester and a
half. During the fourth year a course in music appreciation
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is presented for one semester, for those taking the junior
high school course. For students taking the commercial
and special education course, the only music offered is
the regular course in chorus.
Extra-curricular activities are organized on a non-
credit basis, and meet outside of school time. They con-
sist of the following activities:
1. Women’s Glee Club. This organization is elec-
tive and selective, and meets one hour per week through-
out the school year. The glee club has sixty members.
2. Men’s Glee Club. This organization is elective
and selective, and meets one hour per week throughout the
school year. This club has fifty members.
3. Orchestra. The orchestra is open to all students
who are qualified to play orchestral instruments, and
meets one hour per week throughout the school year. The
orchestra has eighteen members.
The college music room contains a piano for rehear-
sal purposes, and there are about the buildings two other
pianos which are used at times by the music department.
The school owns a collection of victrola records v/hich is
(4
*1!
added to from year to year. All textbooks are purchased
by the students, but these are supplemented by books on
music which are in the college library, and may be used
by students for reference purposes. The college provides
some music for the glee clubs, but this is supplemented
by music purchased by the students themselves.
Classes range in size at Salem from 150 dovm to
tv/enty-three
,
and the average class membership niimbers
about thirty pupils.
Every student has an opportunity to engage in some
practice teaching under the supervision of a training
teacher. IviT. Y/oods reports that this opportunity could
be increased to aid the individual student.
There is no opportunity for applied or instrumental
music at the college.
The State Teachers College at Westfield .
22
This college has an enrollment of 130 students.
They are divided into the elementary teachers course and
the junior high school teachers course. Music courses are
taught by Edward R. Hawley. Mr. Eav/ley also acts as
22Official figures from the office of the registrar,
Westfield State Teachers College, January 1937.
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supervisor of music for the public schools of Westfield.
A brief outline of the music courses is as follows:
1, Freshman toisic. This course meets two periods
per week for one semester. Subject matter includes notes
rests, musical notation, measure and key signatures,
dynamics, and the application of these things through
sight singing. Work is also given in melody v.Titing and
ear training.
2. Sophomore Liusic. This course meets two periods
each week for one semester. This is a course in methods
of teaching music in the elementary grades, and is con-
ducted by the students under the direction of the teacher
Book work, word interpretation, individual vi/ork, music
appreciation, and some history of music is given during
the course.
2. Junior Music. This course meets one period each
week for the entire year. The purpose of this course is
to broaden the musical background of the students. Sub-
ject matter includes some elementary harmony, some
analyzation of music, elementary chorus conducting, terms
of expression, dynamics, and some creative music.
4. Chorus, A chorus class is held one period each
week for the entire four years.
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Extra-curricular activities are organized on a non-
credit basis, and meet outside of school time.
At the present time, only one extra-curricular
activity is in operation. It is the glee club, which is
organized as an elective and selective group.
The college music room is shared with other classes.
The observer was rather startled at seeing a human skeleton
hanging beside the piano. So far as the observer could
find out, it was not being used to illustrate Saint-Saens*
"Danse Macabre." The music room contains a piano for
rehearsal purposes, and there are about the building five
other pianos, two of which are used at times by the music
department. The school does not own any victrola records,
except an old set of acoustical music appreciation records
which are occasionally used in the training school. vVhen
textbooks are required, the students purchase their own,
but a fine library of music books often makes this un-
necessary. The glee club buys music from a fund which
is kept on hand by the club, the money for which has been
appropriated from general student funds, supplemented by
money raised by the presentation of operettas. Music for
the college chorus is purchased from college funds
appropriated for books and periodicals. This music is
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also available for glee club use.
Classes range in size at V/estfield from 130 (the
size of the chorus group) dovm to eighteen, and the
average class numbers about twenty-five students. Every
student has an opportunity to engage* in practice teaching
for one semester (half in her junior year, half in her
senior year) under supervision at a training school which
is operated in conjunction with the college.
There is no opportunity for applied music or in-
strumental instruction by the college.
The State Teachers College at Worcester .
23
This college has an enrollment of 300 students.
They are divided into the elementary teachers course,
and the junior and senior high school teachers course,
ilusic courses are taught by Grace A. Kendrick. Lliss
Kendrick also gives one course in Children’s Literature.
A brief outline of the music courses is as follov/s:
1. Chorus Singing. This course meets one period
each week for the entire school year. It is required of
all students in the first two years, and consists of the
23Official figures from the office of the registrar,
V/orcester State Teachers College, January 1937.
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singing of part songs, the study of part song literature
for choral singing, and the aims and educational values
of choral singing.
2. Music Fundamentals and Elements of Theory. This
course meets two periods each week for one semester during
the freshman year. Subject matter includes a study of
the elements of theory and notation, correct singing tone,
scale intervals, ear training, rhythmic principles and
responses, terms of expression and tempo definition,
pronunciation and the development of correct habits and
skills in music reading.
3. Teaching Music in Elementary Grades. This course
meets two periods each week for one semester. Subject
matter includes a study of the aims and methods in
teaching music in the elementary schools, a study of the
child voice, correct tone production, correction of tonal
faults, basis of selection for songs for the grades, and
a course of study for the grades.
4. Music Appreciation Methods. This course meets
three periods each week for one semester during the
third year. Subject matter includes texts and materials,
periods, mood, rhythm, theme and form, recognition of
vocal and instrumental effects, styles and achievements
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of the master composers and their influence on music.
Some choral conducting is also included in this course.
The above courses are required of all students v7ho
take the elementary course. For the junior and senior
high school teachers course, chorus singing is required
for tv;o years, and the following course is required during
the fourth year:
Teaching Iviusic. This course meets three periods each
week for one-half semester. It covers work similar to
the music fundamentals and elements of theory and teaching
music in the elementary grades as listed above, and is
designed to give students taking the junior and senior
high school course a general idea of teaching public
school music.
In addition to the above course, the following elec-
tives are presented for students in the junior high
school course who may wish to take them:
1. Ivlusic Fundamentals and the Elements of Theory.
This course meets four times each v;eek for the entire
year. It is similar to the course offered in the elemen-
tary teachers course, and is designed to give a background
content of music covering general musical intelligence
and specific work for advanced students. It is a course
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in practical music based upon theory. A further aim is
the development of habits and skills in music reading.
2. Music Appreciation. This course meets for three
quarters of the year, four periods a week. Subject
matter includes an analytical study of the masterpieces of
the various periods of musical history, for the purpose
of enlarging the students’ critical appreciation of music.
A comparative study is made of the great masters and
their compositions. Some work in choral conducting is
also included in this course.
3. Music as a Cultural Art. This course meets four
periods each week for the entire year, and is a compre-
hensive study of music for enjoyment and discrimination.
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It is open only to students properly qualified in music.
At Worcester, the following extra-curricular activ-
ities are presented:
1. Grlee Club. The glee club rehearses one hour per
week, and is elective and selective. There are sixty
^^Descriptions of these courses have been freely
paraphrased from the catalogue of the Worcester State
Teachers College, 1935-1936.

students in the glee club. No credit is offered.
2. The Bach Choir. This organization is made up
of members of the glee club, and is limited to sixteen
members, selected for their ability by the director. No
credit is offered for this club. They rehearse one hour
each week.
3. Orchestra. The orchestra is elective and selec-
tive, and meets for one hour each week. It offers no
credit.
4. Freshman Choir. This group is limited to fourteen
and is selected and trained by the director. They rehearse
one hour each week. No credit is offered.
The college music room contains a piano for rehearsal
purposes, and there are about the buildings four other
pianos v/hich are at times used by the music department.
There is also a radio victrola in the music room. Three
other victrolas are at the disposal of the students.
The college ov/ns a library of records, and arrangements
have been made to borrow additional records when needed.
All textbooks are purchased by the students, but these
are supplemented by books on music v/hich are in the
college library for reference purposes. The school
provides a library of music for the glee clubs and choir.
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Classes range in size at Worcester from 200 down to
twenty.
All practice teaching is done in the local schools,
under direct supervision. Each student in the elementary
course has the opportunity of practice teaching in music
under actual classroom conditions.
There is no opportunity for applied music, or for
instrumental instruction by the college.
Summary . In this chapter, each college concerned in
the study has been examined on identical points. Subjects
investigated at each college include the enrollment of the
college and the size of its classes, the names and duties
of the various members of the music faculties, the names
and contents of the courses offered in music, the extra-
curricular activities, the physical resources of the
college which aid in music instruction, and the oppor-
tunities provided for practice teaching, observation,
applied music and instrumental music.
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CHAPTER III
smmm of data
This chapter contains a summary and tabulation of
the data presented in Chapter II.
For convenience and simplicity, the several aspects
of the study are broken up and presented in comparative
form, in order that the data may be more easily inter-
preted. Tables are presented to show comparative data
about all colleges.
Enrollment and size of classes .
The nine state teachers colleges of Massachusetts
are in v/idely scattered sections of the state. They
extend from the shores of Cape Cod, at Hyannis, to the
rock-ribbed Berkshire s at North Adams. The enrollment in
the teachers colleges near metropolitan Boston, and near
the other large centers of population, is larger than
the enrollment in the teachers colleges situated in the
rural sections. The enrollment has some effect on the
music courses at the different colleges, i. e.
,
the
larger the college, the larger the class sections in
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music are likely to be. Table I shovv's the enrollment
for each college and the number of students in the
smallest and largest music classes, as well as in the
average size music class.
TABLE I. EKROLLI.m^T AK^D SIZE OF CLASSES IN TEE STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGES OF LASSACHUSETTS
Enroll-
ment
Largest
Iv'usic
Class
Smallest
I^sic
Class
Average Music
Class
Bridgev/ater 590 76 30 38
Fitchburg 275 60 20 30
Framingham 445 150 25 25
Hyannis 88 88 7 25
Lowell 268 268 7 26
North Adams 91 91 18 25
Salem 485 150 23 30
Westfield 130 130 18 25
Worcester 300 200 20 30
It is to be noted that in general, the larger
colleges have larger classes. In the larger colleges the
music instructor has many duties in extra-curricular
activities, and administrative duties. This means that
less attention to the individual differences of the
pupils is given in the large colleges than in the small
colleges. The observer did notice, however, that some
colleges were giving attention to individual differences
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by means of special conferences, after-school classes, and
individual help to students who, because of their lack
of musical background and preparation, were unable to
make adequate progress in their college courses.
Many of the instructors reported that there is great
variety in the pre-college musical background of the
students who enter the state teachers colleges of Massa-
chusetts, and for this reason there is a real need for
instruction which tends to adjust the individual differ-
ences of these pupils.
25The jury suggests a possible solution for the
varying preparation in music of the students who enter a
state teachers college, by the setting up of music pre-
requisites, which are to be met by examination before ad-
mission, or by a special non-credit course in music during
the first year. The jury suggests two prerequisites in
music for any prospective student at a state teachers col-
lege. First, the ability to sing a simple folk song at
sight, and second, the ability to play a simple piece or
hymn on the piano. The establishment of similar pre-
requisites in the state teachers colleges of Massachusetts
25
V/eis, Ezra H. F. op. cit
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would provide the music instructors with a body of
students who would have at least some elementary knowledge
and skill in music.
There is no teachers college in llassachusetts which
has classes averaging more than thirty-eight students.
This excludes, of course, chorus classes which often
include the entire student body. A chorus is generally
improved when it is made up of a larger number of voices
than is available in the average classroom group. Tor
regular class instruction, however, small classes allow
for provision for individual differences, and for a
course of study w^hich is on a more individual basis. The
state teachers colleges in li'^assachusetts are rather
fortunate that the size of the classes permits this type
of instruction.
llusic in the training schools .
In all the teachers colleges in Massachusetts, the
members of the music faculties have some duties in
connection with the teaching of music and the supervision
of student teachers in the training schools connected
with the colleges.
This condition is a healthy one for two reasons:
first, it provides a training school where student
(i
• 4
ii
teachers may train under a music supervisor who is in
sympathy with the musical ideals and philosophies of the
student. Second, it keeps the teachers and college music
instructors in active contact with actual classroom
conditions through the supervision of the training school
teachers. Vi/hen the students engage in practice teaching,
they are supervised by a college instructor who is in
thorough accord and understanding with them.
Contact with the training school also makes possible
arrangements for demonstrations and observation lessons
v/hich are valuable aids in good music teaching.
The proscribed course of study for the elementary
teachers course .
The State Department of Education of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts has issued a detailed ’’blueprint” of
the elementary teachers course to be given at the state
teachers colleges of Massachusetts. Included in this
’’blueprint” are certain proscribed music courses. This
"blueprint” stipulates that three two-semester hour
courses in music be given during the first three years
of the four-year degree course. The first year course
is knovm as Elementary Theory ; the second year course as
Teaching Music in the Elementary Grades
;
the third year
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course is known as A Survey of Music in the Element ary
Schools . Ixist of the teachers colleges follow this
’blueprint" very carefully as regards the names of the
courses and the semester hours required, but as the
subject matter is not proscribed, there is much variety
in the various topics that are presented in these
courses. A copy of the "blueprint" is to be found in Chap-
ter V.
Program difficulties in some colleges are responsible
for variations in the following of the "blueprint." The
usual practice is to have all music courses required of
all students in the elementary course, but in cases where
this is not possible, the freshman music theory course is
required and the other courses are placed on an elective
basis. This works a disadvantage on some pupils because
they are not able to take the full amount of required
music because of program difficulties. A minimum of at
least six semester hours in music, in addition to a
period of chorus each week for at least one year, is
required by the "blueprint." In all but three of the
state teachers colleges, this requirement is met, and in
some cases is greatly exceeded. The maximum number of
required semester hours in music is thirteen and a half,
and the minimum is three semester hours.
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Table II gives a summary of the number of semester
hours of music required in the elementary teachers course.
No attempt has been made to list the number of hours,
required or elective, in the courses other than the
elementary teachers course, because in these courses
music is offered primarily as cultural background rather
than as preparation to teach music.
TABLE II. SELCESTER HOURS IN 1.ICJSIC REQUIRED IN THE
ELEIvIENTARY TEACHERS COURSE IN THE STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGES OF LIASSACHUSETTS
First Second Third Fourth Total
year year year year semester
hours
Bridgewater 3* 2**
Fitchburg 2* 2 2 1 7
Framingham 2* 2 2 1 7
Hyannis 2* a* 2* * 6
Lowell 2* T.1*
4I 2
* 4**
North Adams 4* 4*
-‘-2 13i
Salem 2* 2 2 I 7
i^estfield a* 2* 2* * 6
1/Vorcester 2* 2* 2 6
* Indicates one period per week for entire year of
chorus singing also required.
** Indicates1 other courses are offered as electives.
Each college offers some work in chorus singing
which is supplementary to the regular music courses.
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In some colleges this chorus class is compulsory for
four years. In the larger colleges, it is given for one
or tv/o years. This chorus singing course is valuable
because it provides the students v/ith a musical back-
ground of choral singing and acquaints them with the
masters of choral music through actual performance of
their works. In many colleges the chorus class presents
a well-known choral v;ork for the public each year, and
through this public performance the students are inspired
to work for higher standards of musical attainment.
Another value of the chorus class is that it provides a
laboratory where experimentation and training in school
and community song leadership can be given. A teacher
who has had training in this -work is often able to render
P0
valuable services to the community in which he lives.
The chorus class is used in many of the colleges for this
very purpose. Instruction in conducting is generally
given in one of the regular music courses (see Table III)
and the actual practice of conducting is done during the
chorus period by having the student use the choral class
to try out the skill which he has acquired in baton
p ^
Zanzig, Augustus Delafield. Music in American
Life, p. 47.
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Contents of courses .
The widest differences in the music programs
offered by the state teachers colleges of fZassachusetts
lies in the contents of the music courses offered. At
the present time, each teachers college instructor pro-
ceeds with his own course of study as he sees fit, with
the result that there is a wide variation in subject
matter taught in the various courses, even when these
courses are taught under the same title.
No records or courses of study concerning subject
matter for music courses are in existence, as far as
the observer v/as able to learn. In 1934, a committee
consisting of three instructors of music in the state
teachers colleges prepared and submitted a suggested
course of study for music courses in the state teachers
colleges. This report has never been adopted officially
by the State Department of Education, although the
observer noted that some instructors of music in the
state teachers colleges are using parts of this report
as a fundamental basis for a course of study in music.
They are limited, of course, by the provisions of the
"blueprint.
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At the present time, each teachers college instructor
proceeds with his own course of study as he sees fit,
with the result that there is a wide variation in
subject matter taught in the various courses, even when
these courses are taught under the same title. Table III
gives a comparative list of topics presented in the
first year courses in the elementary teachers course.
Fifteen main topics are listed, which have been taken
from the different courses of study as followed by the
music instructors in the nine colleges. It is to be
observed that no tv/o of the colleges agree on all the
topics presented, and in some cases there are topics
which are taught at only one of the colleges.
Only the main headings in the courses of study
have been included in Table III. This may mean that the
various courses have more in common than the table v/ould
indicate
,
as many of the items might well have the same
meaning, or different meanings, depending upon the
point of view of the instructor, and the emphasis
placed upon the item in relation to the whole course.
Seven of the colleges offer an item called Elementary
Theory, while only five offer Ear Training, and it is
possible that Ear Training might be included in the
other courses under the term. Elementary Theory.

TABLE III. CONTENTS OF COURSES GIVEN DURING THE FRESIilvAN
YEAR IN THE ELEl^ENTARY TEACHERS COURSE IN THE
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGES OF LIASSACHUSETTS
Topic B Fi Fr H L N S We Wo
Elementary
theory * * * * *
Melody
writing * * * *
Rhythmic
drills * * * * * *
Melodic
dictation *
Form * * *
Conducting * * * * *
Scales * * * * * *
Keys * * * * * * *
Sight
singing * * * * * * *
Ear
training * * * *
Harmony *
Song Inter-
pretation *
Voice
training * * * * *
Note: The colleges are indicated hy the follov/ing
initials: B-Bridgewater, Fi-Fitchburg, Fr-Framingham,
H-Hyannis, L-Lowell, N-North Adams, S-Salem, We-V/estfield
,
Wo-V/orcester.
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In most cases, the inclusive title for this course
is Elementary LIusical Theory. All the topics listed in
Table III could come rightly in a course in musical
theory. If a standard course of study for all the
colleges v/ere available, it would doubtless eliminate
some of the wide variations which are now apparent.
Table IV shows the main topics included in the course
of study for the second year course in music, and although
there is some consistency, there is also wide variety in
both course content and emphasis.
TABLE IV. CONTENTS OF COURSES GIVEN DURING THE SECOND
YEAR IN THE ELEPiENTilRY TEACHERS COURSE IN
THE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGES OF I.ASSACHUSETTS
Topic B Fi Fr H L N S lie Wo
Lesson plans * * * * * * *
Teaching of
appreciation * * * * * * *
Methods * * * * * * *
Eurythmics * *
Singing *
Theory * *
Conducting *
Rote songs * * * *
Materials * * * * *
Child voice *
Musical current
events *
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In most colleges, practice teaching is given during
the third and fourth years. This means that some re-
adjustments in the curricula must be made in order that
the training period may be preceded by courses which
v/ill give adequate preparation for practice teaching.
This is probably the reason for the difference in subject
matter in the second and third year courses in the
different colleges. A comparison of Tables IV and V will
show that the methods work v/hich is called for in the
”blueprint" is given in some colleges during the second
year and in others during the third.
The comparative data in Table V have been made to
show that although the courses in the elementary teachers
course have in most cases the same name, the subject
matter and emphasis show much variety. Not only would a
standard course of study be helpful in planning music
courses for those teachers already in service, but it
would greatly increase the efficiency of teachers new
to teachers college work.
Tables II, III and IV have referred only to
courses given in the elementary teachers curriculum.
Ivlisic courses in the other curricula, i. e., the special
curricula of each college (junior high school, household
arts etc.) are different from the elementary curriculum.
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TABLE V. CONTEKTS OF COURSES GIVEN DURING THE THIRD YEAR
IN THE ELELENTARY TEACHERS COURSE IN THE STATS
TEACHERS COLLEGES OF LiASSACHUSSTTS
Topics B Fi Fr H L N S We Wo
Child voice *
Methods *
Lesson plans *
Demonstrations *
History of music * * *
Discriminative
listening * *
Instruments of
the orchestra * * *
Creative music *
Damrosch hour *
Form *
Song repertoire *
Materials *
Conducting * *
The usual practice is to have all members of the
first year class take the regular first year music course,
and then to open the other courses in subsequent years to
members of the special curricula, on an elective basis.

Some colleges (Fitchburg, Hyannis and Salem) offer a
special course in the second or third year on junior high
school music, which is offered for the purpose of
acquainting the junior high school subject teacher with
the aims and objectives of music education in the junior
high school.
In discussions with various members of the music
faculties, the observer found that many of the music
courses are offered to students in the special curricula
for cultural purposes, rather than professional purposes.
The thought behind this practice is to give some music
to all students, whether or not they planned to teach
music.
Physical equipment which aids in the teaching of
music .
Equipment such as music, victrola records, pianos
and other instruments are needed in order to carry on
a program of music education v/hich will prepare teachers
to enter modern schoolrooms and carry on their work
properly.
In studying the physical resources of the various
colleges concerned in this study, the observer did not
try to concern himself merely with numbers when
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considering such items as pianos, music and records, hut
rather, whether or not the equipment provided v/as
adequate for the needs of instruction. Four separate
items were considered under the heading of physical
equipment: first, the music room; second, the supply
of music and reference books; third, victrolas and
records; and fourth, pianos and other instruments. In
most cases, the instructors reported that these items
were adequate for their present needs. This was partic-
ularly true in the case of music rooms. Every college
but one has a music room, and this one has a music room
shared with other classes. In most cases, the students
themselves buy all textbooks and music for extra-curricular
activities. Each college maintains a library of reference
books and a library of glee club music. Ivbdern improve-
ments in victrolas and recordings have lov/ered the
usefulness of many of the records and machines now in
use. An investment in new victrolas and records v/ould
not only aid in the teaching of music appreciation, but
would make for better instruction in this field. All
colleges have pianos in their music rooms, and all have
other pianos about the college buildings which are used
at times by the music departments.
Table Y1 shov/s the extent of the extra-curricular
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program of musical activities in the various colleges.
The observer noticed that these organizations played a
very important part in the cultural and social life of
each college. The colleges that are located at a dis-
tance from metropolitan centers often depend upon these
extra-curricular activities to provide cultural oppor-
tunities for the students, who could not otherwise have
them.
Documents in Chapter V, consisting of programs of
concerts, radio broadcasts, operettas, and other public
entertainments, show that these extra-curricular activities
often sponsor cultural development.
Every college in the state has a women’s glee club.
Some of these are elective and open to all students, and
others are elective and selective, and open only to those
of proven ability in music. All but two of the colleges
have some type of orchestral ensemble. Fitchburg and
Lov/ell even boast college bands.
In every college except Lov/ell, there is no oppor-
tunity for applied music in any branch. At Lowell,
opportunity is provided in applied music because of the
special music supervisors course. These applied music
courses are open to all students.
r
TABLE VI. EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES IN THE STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGES OF IvIASSACHUSETTS
Activity B Fi Fr H L S N We Wo
V/omen’s glee club * * * * * * *
Lien’s glee club * *1 *
College choir * * *
Orchestra * * * 3
Band *
Special singing
group *4
Note : I'iale Q,uartet
^Bach Choir
^Called the Ensemble
^The A Cappella Singers
Llany references have been made in the text of this
27
study to the report of the jury. This jury suggests a
program for the preparation of elementary teachers in-
music for grades I - VI in state teachers colleges. It
is to be observed that tv/o prerequisites are required for
this course, and that one of them is in piano playing.
No requirements in piano playing or any applied
27V/eis, Ezra H. F. op. cit
.
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music exist in the state teachers colleges in Ivlassachu-
setts at the present time. Some instruction in instrumental
music is given, but in most cases this instruction is
given in the college orchestra at rehearsals, and is
given only to those who have some skill on their instru-
ments .
pQ
Program A, which was selected by 71^ of the jury
is as follows:
mSlG PRERHqUISITSS—SINGIKG A SE.:PLE FOLK SONG
AT SIGHT; AND PLAYING A SII.PLF PIECE OR HYIvN ON
PIAITO
Musicianship—Music development for the
teacher; elementary theory, keyboard,
reading, singing, listening, playing,
creating, songs. 2 semester hours.
/
Skills in teaching—music for grades 1-6;
plans, presentation, rote songs, child
voice, observation student teaching.
2 semester hours.
Musical literature—Acquaintance with
music for the development of the teacher
with materials for the children. 2 sem-
ester hours.
Prescribed electives in Voice and Piano
additional to 6 hours.
It is to be noted that six semester hours of music
are required and six additional hours are prescribed as
^®^Veis, Ezra H. F. o;^. cit
. pp. 92-94.
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electives in Voice and Piano. These two are considered
as being necessary to the adequate training of teachers
who will teach music.
In Chapter IV, this program v.dll be compared v/ith
the music courses offered in the state teachers colleges
of Massachusetts.
Summary .
In this chapter, the data gathered in Chapter II
have been tabulated. Tables showing enrollment and size
of classes, semester hours of music required, contents
of courses during the first, second and third years in
music, and a description of the ideal music course as
suggested by the jury, have been presented.
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CHAPTER IV
RECOIviriSKTDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The appreciation of music, highly developed in
school years, is of enduring value all through life. Its
29
values are well recognized by educators everyv/here.
An amusing story of the value of music, as told by A, D.
Winship, is related by Peter Dykema in Music For Public
School Administrators.
...The veteran educator, A. D. V/inship,
writes humorously of the boy who, passing
a dark alley and seeking something to
bolster up his courage, rapidly passes in
reviev/ his school subjects. Does he
start spelling words or reciting a poem,
or repeating the multiplication table,
or naming the capitals of the states?
No, he rejects all these possibilities,
and by whistling a tune finds comfort
and courage in music.
It is essential, therefore, that the teacher v/ho is
to develop an appreciation of music be adequately
trained. For a long period of time, particularly in
America, music has been considered a minor subject in
29Mann, Carlton Hunter. 0£. cit . p. 109.
^^Dykema, Peter V/. Music For Public School
Administrators, p. 13S.
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the curriculuiL, but in the last decade a new importance
has been given to music education because of its value
31
as a leisure time activity.
The state teachers colleges and their predecessors,
the normal schools, are in a large way responsible for
the musical training of the children in our public school
particularly on the elementary level, because the gradu-
ates of these schools do most of the teaching of music,
32
assisted in some cases by a music supervisor. John V/.
Beattie says on this subject.
The musical training of the grade
teacher is of vital importance in the up-
building of musical America. .. .The actual
instruction must be carried on by the
grade teachers who try to carry out the
instructions of the supervisor.
Teachers of music need more than skillful methods
to be good teachers in this difficult subject. They
need a philosophy of music, a sympathy for music, a
feeling of familiarity with music, and a contagious
^^Borgeson, F. C. Llusic . Vol. II, Gh. 6, p. 71.
nLo
Beattie, John W. “The Liusical Education of the
Grade Teacher.” Yearbook of the Ivlusic Educators National
Conference
.
1929. p. 32.
^^Ibid.
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enthusiasm which must he combined with some power and
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musicianship.
iiirsell indicates that the music teacher should
exert force as a social leader.
All this implies a conception of the
work of the music teacher very much wider
than that ordinarily entertained; for evi-
dently the effective teaching of music
requires social leadership of a creative
kind, for music, and through music. He is
not a teacher of a subject merely, but a
creator and sustainer of new patterns of
living.
Ivlusic teaching, if it is to be effective, must be
done by a person in whose life music is really alive.
Ivlusic must live in the life of the
teacher if he is to render it effective in
the lives of his pupils. The enterprise
of achieving, expressing, and rendering
effective the human values of music cannot
be accomplished by mechanical means or an
external, rule-of-thumb expertness. We
cannot tell the teacher just hov/ to do it.
He must find for himself the source of
inspiration from the very stuff of the art
medium in which he works. If the main-
spring of emotion is not in him, if he
does not find himself possessed v/ith a
real enthusiasm for music and for its
mission in human life, then indeed it
will be impossible for him to create and
support a program of music education in
^^Weis, Ezra H. F. op. cit
. p. 86.
^^I.lursell, James L. Human Values in llisic
Education, p. 97.
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which human, social values are effec-
tively realized,
The classroom teacher of music need not be an
expert performer in either vocal or instrumental music,
but she must be a real music lover and have a genuine
interest in music.
It is not expected that the grade
school music teacher v/ill be a virtuoso.
But she must be an intelligent music
lover, herself growing constantly in
musical power and discrimination, and
having a genuine interest in music as
an educational force. Given such
teachers, all the objectives of music
education can be accomplished in any
ordinary school system. But without
such teachers nothing can be promised,
no matter how well educated the music
supervisor is, nor how beautiful and
modern are the buildings, equipment
and textbooks.'^'
The teacher must be equipped to know what is good
music, she should have skill in teaching procedure, and
she must combine these two qualities with a genuine
desire to teach music well. The good teacher will often
find that music will help her teaching of other subjects,
such as reading, language, art, the social studies, and
arithmetic. She may often skillfully integrate all
^^Ibid
.
p. 99.
37Ibid, p. 2
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these subjects with music.
....It is likewise the universal
experience of successful grade teachers
in our schools that linking music with
other subjects creates a new interest
in those subjects and adds zestoto the
enjoyment of the music lesson.
The necessity of having a body of music teachers
adequately trained is shovm by the above statements, and
these are but a few of the hosts of similar statements
v/hich the writer might have used in this connection.
The problem of how to prepare teachers to carry the message
of music to all children in the public schools is, in
most cases, to be solved by the state teachers colleges.
What courses to include in this training, and what
the subject matter of these courses should be, is a
matter of great concern to the members of the music
faculties and the presidents of the state teachers
colleges of Iiiassachusetts.
State teachers colleges really have a double
function. The first is to prepare teachers of music,
and the second, to give an appreciation of music to all
the students of the college, whether or not they are to
teach music. The study and performance of music in
^®Krone, Max T. ’’Correlation of Music With Other
Subjects.” School I>/!iusic . lliirch and April, 1929. p. 37.
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college does much to create and nourish general musical
culture.
Music in teachers colleges is designed for pro-
fessional purposes first, but it acts further as a
cultural agency in the complete education of the indi-
vidual.
Recommendations and conclusions .
A comparison of the program offered in music by
the state teachers colleges of Massachusetts with a
similar program selected by a majority of the experts of
the jury will show, in most cases, that the program of
teachers college education in Massachusetts does not
measure up in every respect to the program presented by
the jury.
The jury suggests two prerequisites for music study
in a state teachers college. The first, the singing of a
simple folk song at sight, and the second, the playing of
a simple piece or hymn at the piano. No prerequisites in
music are required in the state teachers colleges in ivlassa-
chusetts, and further than this, the observer was unable
39Thompson, Randall, on. cit
.
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to find any evidence of any requireraent in instrumental
music of any kind, at any of the colleges. If we are
to take the recommendations of the jury, this most
certainly shows a deficiency in the state teachers
college prograra of music in the state of Massachusetts.
This deficiency could be overcome by offering instrumen-
tal lessons in class groups, as electives, and by the
setting up of a minimum requirement in piano playing.
The jury recommends a minimum of six semester hours
in music, to be required of all teachers in the elementary
teachers course. In Liassachusetts
,
the required number
of semester hours in the elementary teachers course
ranges from three semester hours to thirteen and a half
semester hours. The average number of semester hours
required is betv/een six and seven semester hours. In
addition to these required semester hours, all colleges
offer at least one year of chorus singing, which is re-
quired of all students. Four colleges require chorus
singing for the entire four years. bVhere the required
number of semester hours runs below six, electives are
offered, giving the students opportunity to take six or
more hours of music on an elective basis.
The widest variation between the different colleges
comes in the contents of the courses. No two colleges
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.
Although there is some similarity betv/een the program
offered by the state teachers colleges of Llassachusetts
and the ideal courses as suggested by the jury, there is
enough difference to v/arrant a change toward a more
standard course and toward the inclusion of all the items
suggested by the jury.
For the first year course, the jury suggests musician-
ship, which would include elementary theory, keyboard
work, music reading, singing, listening, playing,
creating, and song literature. An examination of Table
III on page 75 will show that all of the colleges include
some of these items in their first year course, but that
no one college includes all the items as suggested by the
jury. There also appears in the list of topics in Table
III several items which are not at all included in the
list as suggested by the jury. These might well be left
out of a standard course of study.
The jury suggests for the second year course a group
of studies which will develop skills in teaching. Topics
of instruction include music for grades I to VI, lesson
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plans, presentation, rote songs, child voice, and obser-
vation and student teaching. Again, most of these items
are included in the list of topics given in Table IV,
but in no case is the entire list as presented by the
jury given at any one college.
The third year course is called by the jury "musical
literature," and its aim is to develop acquaintance v/ith
music by the teacher. It presents materials for the
instruction of music appreciation to the children. Some
evidence that this is the aim of some of the courses in
the state teachers colleges of Massachusetts is given
in Table V, but in many cases items which might be in-
cluded in the second year course are included in the
third year.
The programs and comparisons listed above have
been given largely for the elementary teachers course.
In many cases, all students at the state teachers
colleges take these courses whether or not they are
taking the elementary teachers course. Only the larger
colleges offer electives which are different from the
courses listed above. More of these courses, similar
to courses in music in large colleges and universities,
would be helpful in the development of general culture
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of the individual students.
Only two of the colleges offer credit for extra-
curricular activities of a musical nature. The observer
also noticed that where credit was offered, the extra-
curricular activities met in school time, and thus were
able to do a more serious type of work and to reach a
larger number of students. Extra-curricular activities
which meet outside of school time are often closed to
students who commute daily to and from college. ViThen the
extra-curricular activities meet in school time
,
they are
available to all students. With the increasing emphasis
upon extra-curricular activities, it is increasingly
important that all students have some contact with the
organization and procedures used in this worthwhile v/ork.
Opportunities for practice teaching and observation
are uniformly good in all the state teachers colleges of
Massachusetts. Each has its own training school, and
every student who goes out from the school has had some
experience in actual classroom teaching, under supervision.
In most cases, the college music instructor has had
charge of the musical training of the students in the
training schools.
^^Thompson, Randall. 0£. cit . p. 114.
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In music, much depends upon the proper musical
materials for instruction. Records, victrolas, pianos,
and good music books are essential to good music instruc-
tion. The observer noted that in some colleges, more
equipment v/ould aid materially tov/ard making better in-
struction. A sufficient amount of material should be
provided in order to allow the instructor to demonstrate
music instruction as it should be given in a modern
school. An instructor should not be asked to teach music
appreciation in college with old-fashioned records,
especially if his students will go into schools where all
modern equipment will be provided. These students should
be acquainted with all modern music materials.
Summary .
This chapter has presented the need for adequately
trained teachers of music. The music teacher should be
a social leader, and she should be alive to the real
message of music.
The state teachers colleges of Massachusetts have
a -double function, i. e.
,
to prepare teachers of music
and to develop musical culture. A comparison of the
program of music suggested by the jury with that
presented by the state teachers colleges of I.iassachusetts
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shows several deficiencies. First, its lack of uniform-
ity as regards semester hours, course content, and
emphasis; and the lack of certain definite prerequisites
for the serious study of music in a state teachers
college.
V/ith these differences in mind, and with the
benefit of the data presented in this work, the observer
suggests the follov/ing recommendations which he feels
will improve music education in the state teachers col-
leges in Massachusetts.
1. Research and study by a committee of music
teachers of the state teachers colleges of Massachusetts,
v/ith the aim of establishing a definite, uniform course
of study for the state teachers colleges of the entire
state. This course of study should follov;, in a general
way, the outline as suggested by the jury and described
at length in this work. This course of study should be
in printed form, and available to all teachers of music
in the state teachers colleges of Massachusetts.
2. The establishment of certain prerequisites to
the study of music, particularly in the elementary
teachers course. These prerequisites would, in some
way, compensate for the inequalities in musical prepara-
tion of the various students entering the various colleges.
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They would also establish a minimurri background in music
upon which the regular college courses could be built.
The jury suggests that these prerequisites be the ability
to sing a simple folk tune at sight, and the ability to
play on the piano a simple hymn or piece.
3. The organization of extra-curricular activities
on a broader scope, with definite curriculum regulations,
such as meetings during the regular school day, college
credit, and regulations relative to membership and
attendance.
4. The establishment of proper libraries of music,
books and records as aids toward better instruction.
It is the hope of the witer that this study will
provide the basis for the beginning of improvement of the
music courses of the state teachers colleges of Massa-
chusetts. If improvement in the teaching of music in
Massachusetts results from this study, a v/orth-while
purpose will have been achieved.
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Weeks Semester Clock
hours hours
Elementary Theory (First year) 36 2 1
Chorus (First year) 36 1 1
Teaching music in Elementary
Schools (Second year) 36 2 1
Chorus (Second year) 36 1 1
Survey of Music (Third year) 18 1 1
Chorus (Third year) 18 12 1
Chorus (Fourth year) 36 1 1

The Hyannis State Teachers College
Presents
H. M. S. PINAFORE
by
W. S. Gilbert and Sir Arthur Sullivan
Barnstable High School Auditorium Thursday, May 16, at 8 P.M.
Cast of Characters
The Rt. Hon. Sir Joseph Porter, K. C. B.
Captain Corcoran
Ralph Rackstraw
Dick Deadeye
Boatswain
Tom Tucker
Josephine
Hebe
Little Buttercup
. . Daniel Walker
John Duckworth
,
.
James Montague
. . Charles Howes
. . Robert DeAdder
. . . Clifton Morin
Constance Abbott
Marjorie Bradlee
Edith Howes
SCENE: Quarterdeck of the H. M. S. Pinafore. ACT 1. Noon. ACT II. Night.
Mary Albano
Agnes Alukas
Cora Burnett
Patricia Carr
Caroline Chase
Lillian Cole
Arthur J. Best
Thomas Hooper
C. Pierce Jordan
William Bearse
Harriett Chase
Chester Crosby
Teresa Crowell
SIR JOSEPH’S SISTERS, COUSINS AND AUNTS
Beatrice Crooker
Esther Fontes
Mary Hathaway
Pola Kamoulas
Irene Lewis
Barbara Macomber
Dorothea McAloon
Ruth Mottau
Eleanor Nickerson
Dorothea O’Brien
Alice Robertson
Elna Ruska
Irma Salvucci
Ruth Sonia
Geraldine Turner
Margaret Walker
Helen Wigginton
Alexander Schmidt
Walter Shuttleworth
Frederick Stevert
SAILORS
George LaMondy Frederick Miller
Warren Libby Ermond Morse
Edward Milk Thornton Nickerson
William Turner
ORCHESTRA
Grant W. Dunham
Ruth Dunham
Naida A. Gifford
Samuel Griffiths
Everett S. Williston
Joseph Hallett
Frederick M. Hodge
Elbert Little
Ruth Mullaney
Marcus F. Pinkham
Ruth B. Posniack
Frederick N. Sherman
Helen Wirtanen
Arthur M. Wyman
Warren S. Freeman, Director
We are indebted to the following for their Invaluable assistance in the production of
the opera:
Mr. Vernon Coleman for designing and painting the scenery.
Miss Virginia Puller for playing the piano at all the rehearsals and the performance.
Mr. Thomas Johnson, William Sutton, Frank Crocker, and Dalwin Pollock for con-
structing the stage.
Miss Ella Buckler, make-up mistress.
Mr. Edward Milk for coaching.
Mr. Samuel Griffiths for helping with the orchestra.
Mr. Harrison Fisk of W^'est Dennis, photographer.
The school committee of the Town of Barnstable for the use of the High School Hall.
Mr. John Hinckley for lumber.
The Tracy Music Library of Boston for music.
The Hooker & Howe Costume Co. for special costumes made for this performance.
Printed on Cape Cod by F. B. & F. P. Goss, Hyannis

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
State Teachers College, Lowell
JAMES DUGAN, President
FOLK FESTIVAL OF THE HOMELANDS
A contribution of State Teachers College to the
LOWELL CENTENARY
Presented by
THE COLLEGE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Grace Gordon Pierce, Director
Mabel B. Wilson, Assistant
in cooperation with
THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LOWELL, INC.
Katharine H. Johnson, Executive Director
assisted by
Marguerite Gourville, Physical Education Department, Dances; Josephine W. Chute,
Art Department, Costumes and Properties; DeMcrritte A. Hiscoe, Art Department,
Scenery and Lighting.
Stella Marek Cushing
Lecturer— Violinist— Chanteuse
Festival Director
CYRUS W. IRISH AUDITORIUM, LOWELL HIGH SCHOOL
Thursday and Friday Evenings, May 14 and H, 1936
Eight fifteen o'clock
State Teachers College takes this opportunity to express its deep appreciation of the splendid
spirit of cooperation shown by the Lowell School Committee in granting permission to use the
Cyrus V. Irish Auditorium for the Folk Festival.
This Folk Festival is an adventure in understanding; a project in
world friendship; entered into with a spirit of sympathy and good
will. It is hoped that it may help to develop in us a better apprecia-
tion and a more complete acquaintance with the people whose culture
and customs are here portrayed, and thus, lead us one step nearer to
the goal of international good will.
The following scenes and interludes are interpretations of the
folk culture of some of the national groups living in this community.
Introduction to the FOLK FESTIVAL OF THE HOMELANDS
Stella Marek Cushing
6. L. Epiuchette (Corn Husking)
Mile. Cecile Vincent, M. Georges Ayette and Choir
7. Sacrees de Quebec, (Medley of Folk Songs)
The Choir
M. Laurier Sans Cartier, Accompanist
Interlude
1. Swiss Folk Dance Weggis—Senior Group
2. Danish Folk Dance The Crested Hen
—
Sophomore and Jimior Group
3. Czechoslovakian Folk Dance Tancuj—^Junior Group
Scene I.
Scene II.
Scene III.
A French Canadian Village in the Province of Quebec
Rudolph Pepin, Director
At The Frontier Poland and Czechoslovakia
Groups from The International Institute and State
Teachers College
Hellenic Episode
Andronike Mekelatos, Director, assisted by Mary
Pelekasis
Scene IV. Vendemmia — Fruit Harvest in Italy
Groups from The International Institute and State
Teachers College
Between each scene there will be Folk Dances by students from State Teachers
College, and Folk Songs in which the audience will participate.
The Music Department expresses its sincere appreciation of the spirit of
cooperation which has been manifested on every occasion and so made reality out
of a vision. To all who have contributed so generously of their time and talent,
both before the footlights and behind the scenes the warmest gratitude is extended.
Scene I. French Canadian Visions
Choeur Mixte St. Jean Baptiste
M. Rudolph Pepin, Director
His Honor, Mayor Dewey Archambault, as Mayor of this French
Canadian Village in the Province of Quebec, will welcome the
public to this celebration.
Country Scenes — Edmond Missa
1. The Tail in the Fields
2. The Storm
3. The Angelus (Tableau — Mes. Ceute. Labrie and M. Henri
Lirette)
4. Gratitude to God
The Choir
5. Le Rouet (Spinning Wheel) Larrieu
Mme. Rudolph Pepin, M. Wolfred Jacques and Choir
Scene II. At the Frontier — Poland and Czechoslovakia
Groups from the International Institute and State
Teachers College
Time: Harvest — Early September
Guards, Peasants and “Sokol” delegations from both countries (The
word “Sokol” means falcon. About eighty years ago, while the
Czechs were still under Hapsburg rule, an organization called
“Sokol” was formed for the purpose of providing a means for
social intercourse, for the development of physical prowess and for
the moral betterment of its members. It became very popular in
all of the Slavonic countries, giving to the Slavs the spiritual,
mental, and physical courage which helped to prepare them in their
struggle for liberty).
1. Clanking Spurs Chorus of Polish Peasants
2. Dance The Krakowiak
3. The Goose Girl Chorus of Polish Peasants
4. No Is My Answer Madrigal Singers, State Teachers College
5. Trumpeter Blow Madrigal Singers, State Teachers College
6. Beseda The National Dance of Czechoslovakia
7. Hurry Up Fellows Chorus of Polish Sokol Delegation
8. Ah Lovely Maiden
Chorus of Czechoslovakian Sokol Delegation
Interlude
1. Lithuanian Folk Dance Listen, I’m a Dream
2. Hebrew Wedding Dance Jewish Hand Clapping
3. Folk Songs Audience participating
Scene III. Hellenic Episode
Andronike Mekelatos, Director, assisted by Mary
Pelekasis
Part I. Tableau — The Golden Age of Pericles
The Acropolis Athens 500 B. C.
The characters in the Tableau are symbolic of the great mental,
moral and physical qualities of the ancient Hellenic civilization,
representing
Athene — Goddess of Wisdom
The Fine Arts — The Nine Muses
Architecture
Drama
Philosophy
Athletics
The light of Wisdom and Liberty is transmitted down through the
ages to the people of today—^"to you—we throw the torch; be yours
to hold it high.”
Music: from Orpheus and Euridice by Gluck
Harp, Rosemary Ridler; Violin, Charles Mekelatos
Part II. A Hellenic Wedding—The Village Green—In Springtime
The Bridal Party after the marriage ceremony at the Church, is
on its way to the Bridegroom’s home, where much merrymaking
takes place after the guests are welcomed by the Bridegroom’s
parents.
Instrumentalists—Violinists—Santourist—Lutist
Marriage Wreath Bearer—Bride and Bridegroom
Dancers—^Relatives—^Friends—Children—Singers
1. Hellenic Bridal March
2. To the Home of My Loved One—Bridal Dance
3. Bridal Dance—Sirtos
4. Tsamikos—Dance
5. Song of Love
6. Dance—^Hasapika
7. Children’s Dance—Trata
8. Chorus—Uncle Johnny
9. Tableau
10
Up in Yonder Mountain
Interlude
Russian Folk Dance Karobuska—Junior Group
Russian Folk Dance Troika—Senior Group
Folk Songs Audience Participating
Scene IV. Vendemmia — Fruit Harvest in Italy
Groups from the International Institute and State
Teachers College
Time: Summer^
Place: Near the Fruit Orchards of Signor Orsini
1. The Tarantella
Girls and Boys—Grandmother and Grandfather
2. The Grasshopper and the Ant Alfredo and Chorus
3. Bambino
4. Tik-Ti, Tik-Ta •Chorus of Fruit Gatherers
5. Scissors Grinder Chorus
6. The Nightingale Junior Girls
7. Song and Dance Maddalena—Ensemble Group
Curtain
FOLK SONGS TO BE SUNG BY AUDIENCE
I. Du, du, liegst mir im herzen
Du, du, licgst mir im Sinn
Du, du, Magst mir viel Schmerzcn
Weiss niche wie gut ich dir bin
Ja, ja, ja, ja
Weiss nicht wie gut ich dir bin
3
.
Czechoslovak
1
Little red handkerchief, swing to
and fro
Angered my darling is, why I
don’ know
Tra-la-la, etc.
2
If you’ll be nice to me Sweetheart
of mine.
I’ll buy a handkerchief, broidered
so fine.
Tra-la-la, etc.
4. It was the quiet hour before mid-
night
When I went strolling in the clear
moonlight
Stodola, stodola, stodola, pumpa.
y. Lithjtanian
1
Listen I’ve a dream to tell you
To a maid I’m plighted
Yesterday this maid I saw,
Long I stared affrighted.
2
Was this maid a mist or shadow
In the garden walking?
There she wore a wreath of rue,
Soft, I heard her talking.
2. Ein, Zwei, drei, vier
Funf, sech, sieben
Wo is dem mein Schatz geblieben
1st nich hier, ist nicht da.
1st wohl in Amerika
3
Dearest one, I’ll be as nice as I
ought
But the ring you gave me, I have
it not.
Tra-la-la, etc.
4
When I was washing my hands in
the well,
Into the water my pretty ring
fell.
Tra-la-la, etc.
3
Tell me little glossy leaflet
Now so neatly braided.
How, O how, may I wear you
When your green is faded?
4
Now I bloom in Mother’s garden
Rose by bees attended.
When a lover comes to pluck me
Rose life will be ended.
6. Czechoslovakian Game Song
Father—Children guess what I have here
Children—^Tell us, tell us. Father dear,
(sing above lines before every verse)
1
F.—A Fiddle to make music gay
C.—Father, tell us how to play
Shustt fidli fidli, shusti fidli
fidli
Here’s how the fiddle plays.
2
F.—A clarinet with silver keys
C.—Show us how to play it please
Diu-dli-diu-dli, etc.
3
F.—A trumpet fine on which to
blow
C.—Show us how to make It go
Tra-da-da, etc.
4
F.—A fine bass viol here for you
C.—Show us how to play it too
Brmm-fitz-fitz, etc.

CANDLE LIGHT SERVICE
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE :: FRAMINGHAM
May Hall - - Monday Evening, December 21st
7:30 o'clock
BY THE
GLEE CLUB
F. W. Archibald, Director
Assisted by
Constance Lee Lincoln, Pianist
Miss Rosalie Dolan, Violinist
PROGRAM
I, a. Break Forth, O Beauteous Heav’nly Light
John Sebastian Bach
b. Say, What Is This Our Hearts Compelling French Carol
c. Sing We Noel French Carol
d. The Song of the Angels Carol of the XVIIIth Century
Trio and Solo by
Edith Yuill, Rose Pilibosian, Eleanor Drt\per
«. In the Bleak Midwinter Katherine Davis
Shepherds’ Christmas Song Austrian Carol
Solo by Barbara Ch.adwick
Glee Club
II. Largo Handel
Miss Rosalie Dolan
(I. xa. Touro-louro-louro
b. Two Snow-White Doves
c. Here a Torch, Jeanette, Isabella
d. The Inn at Bethlehem
e. Carol of the Russian Children
Glee Club
French Carol
Dutch Carol
Provencal Noel
Carol jrom the Tyrol
From White Russia
V. Cantique de Noel
Miss Rosalie Dolan
A illiiil
V. a. Hearken to Me Czech Carol
xb. In Bethlehem Manger Lowly
Traditional XVIth Century Carol
Solos by Constance Lincoln, Rose Pilibosian
xc. Deck the Hall Welsh Carol
d. Silent Night German Carol
Glee Club
RECESSIONAL
X Indicates first performance at these services.
The audience is requested not to applaud.

State Teachers College at Bridgewater
Orchestra
Frieda Rand, Conduclor
assisted by
GEORGE ABERGROMBIE
Pianisl
HORAGE MANN AUDITORIUM
Friday Evening, March lO, 193^
at eight o’clock.
PROGRAM
1. Overture Zamecnik
2. Symphony IN B Minor— “Unfinished” Schubert
First movement—Allegro moderate
3. Piano Solos
Sonata in G minor Scarlatti
Sonata in C major Scarlatti
Sarabanda Corelli
Prelude and Fugue in C sharp major Bach
Allegro from Sonata in C major Brahvis
GEORGE ABERCROMBIE
4. Violin Ensemble
Saeterjentens Sondag Ole Bull
Arranged by Svendsen
Intermezzo from “Cavalleria Rusticana”
Mascagni
5. Trisgian March Losey
There will be a short intermission after Losey’s “Trisgian March”
PROGRAM
6. Exaltation Coeme
7. Creole Serenade
A Chinese Idol
Chatterbox
Freire
Zamecnilc
Seredy
8. Piano Solos
Valse Brillante
Danse Basque
Romp
Chopin
Turina
York Bowen
Liebesfreud Ki'eisler-Rachmaninoff
GEORGE ABERCROMBIE
9. Danube Waves—
W
altz Ivanovici
10. Northwind March Chambers
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